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DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MAIN
CHARACTERS  OF OUR  ALICE IN

WONDERLAND

Alice is characterized by Carroll as "loving and gentle", "courteous to all", "trustful", 
and "wildly curious", Alice has been variously seen as clever, well-mannered, and 
sceptical of authority, although some commentators find more negative aspects of her
personality.

Add, as you did during our lesson, other negative or positive adjectives of this 
character: 

….....................................................................................................................................

….....................................................................................................................................

The March Hare—just like everyone else in Wonderland—is mad. The Hare is best 
friends with the Mad Hatter and enjoys tea just as much as him. Although they are 
close and both insane, March Hare seems to be a bit more loud, rude, and energetic 
than the Hatter, who is a bit more gentleman-like.

Add, as you did during our lesson, other negative or positive adjectives of this 
character: 

….....................................................................................................................................

….....................................................................................................................................

The Mad Hatter is joined by his two close friends the March Hare (sometimes 
referred to as “The Mad Hare” and the Dormouse. He is a very neurotic and—dare I 
say—a hyper-active fellow. He is sincere in his eccentric mannerisms. He is a very 
gracious host who is forever trapped in a tea party that—seemingly—never ends.
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Add, as you did during our lesson, other negative or positive adjectives of this 
character: 
….....................................................................................................................................

           
Queen of Hearts (Alice's Adventures in Wonderland) ... The Queen of Hearts is a 
fictional character from the 1865 book Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis 
Carroll. She is a foul-tempered monarch whom Carroll himself describes as "a blind 
fury", and who is quick to give death sentences at the slightest offense.

Add, as you did during our lesson, other negative or positive adjectives of this 
character: 

….....................................................................................................................................

….....................................................................................................................................

The Caterpillar in the Disney film is a blue creature who, as in the original Carroll 
story, smokes a hookah. He is seen as a very forthright character as he yells at Alice 
quite often during the scenes in which they both appear. He blows smoke in Alice's 
face and when she needs assistance he ignores her.

Add, as you did during our lesson, other negative or positive adjectives of this 
character: 

….....................................................................................................................................

….....................................................................................................................................

The Cheshire Cat is the cat of the Duchess. Alice first meets it in chapter 6 from 
“Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland”, when she leaves the Duchess house, and finds it
in a tree. It constantly grins and can disappear and reappear whenever it likes. 
Sometimes it disappears and leaves its grin behind. He is depicted as an intelligent 
and mischievous character that sometimes helps Alice and sometimes gets her into 
trouble. He frequently sings the first verse of the Jabberwocky poem. 

The Cheshire Cat is the only character in Wonderland who actually listens to Alice. 
With his remarks, he teaches Alice the ‘rules’ of Wonderland. He gives her insight in 
how things work down there.
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Add, as you did during our lesson, other negative or positive adjectives of this 
character: 

….....................................................................................................................................

….....................................................................................................................................

….....................................................................................................................................

….....................................................................................................................................

….....................................................................................................................................

….....................................................................................................................................
  


